
 

ESOC invite you to SOL 7 
Barry Buddon – Sun 23 Oct 11 
 (previously used for the 6 days in 2009) 

 
 
Barry Buddon.  The 2,300 acres of dune land between Monifieth and Carnoustie have been used 
as firing ranges since 1897, the biggest range complex in Scotland.  There are 20 ranges for small 
arms, machine guns and light mortars.  It is also an important nature reserve as the vast majority of 
land is undeveloped.  Most of the area is a SSSI.  The area has barely been used by civilian clubs 
until the 6-Days in 2009.  Military and nature conservancy demands on the area dictate that club 
access will be sporadic.   
 
Terrain.  The central area, including some sections not used for the 6-Days in 2009, comprises a 
mix of grass-covered dunes, short heather heath and birch forest overlaid with military range 
constructions, target railways and a ditch network.  Very fast running in all conditions. 
 
Map.  Updated in 2011.  2.5m contours and printed at 1:10,000 or 1:7500 for shorter courses.  
Waterproof and overprinted.  ISOM symbols.  Map sizes will be between A4 and A3. 
 
Parking and Access.  Parking is signed from Monifieth station (NO497321).  2km before the 
parking the road goes under a bridge with an advertised height of 3.2m / 10’6”.  Those who intend 
to travel in a vehicle higher than this should contact the organiser for alternative directions.  
Parking is on tarmac / hard grass, there will be a £1 charge per vehicle, payable to the MOD 
and collected on the day – this is a change to previous information.   
 
Courses and Classes.  Normal SOL courses (full age class / colour coded), see SOA website for 
detail.  Info on website closer to the event.   
 
Officials: Planner Mark Kassyk , ESOC 

Controller Douglas Murray, MOR 
Organiser Clive Masson, ESOC  

 
Entries.  Linked from the ESOC website closer to the event. 
 
Dogs.  Dogs are permitted in the car park only   
 
Facilities.  Toilets, squash, string course. 
 

 


